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experiments have recently demonstrated
that channel-based key establishment (CBKE) is a
promising alternative to well-known symmetric/
asymmetric approaches. Their performance results
for establishing a symmetric key suggest possible
benefits for many real-world applications. Until now,
research has been limited to simulation models. Our
research bridges the gap between simulation results
and real-world applications, such as on µ-controllers.

Methods
After measuring the wireless channel, the
constructed channel profile is then quantized into
bit strings to obtain a preliminary key. Due to errors
in channel measurement, variations in the
preliminary keys exist. These variations are corrected
in the information reconciliation stage by applying
error correcting codes.
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Fig. 1. Propagation phenomena of the environment. Path lost,
large-scale propagation effects, and small-scale propagation
effects.

Fig. 2. System model. Legitimate nodes Alice and Bob measure
properties of the wireless channel. Based on this, common
information symmetric private keys can be established.

Results
Despite the large number of different CBKE
protocols, there is no research on the evaluation and
fair comparison of energy efficiency. We evaluate the
efficiency of several CBKE system implementations.

We chose an ARM Cortex M3 as the platform for our
software implementations. We present the
approximate resource overhead of several CBKE
schemes [1,2,3,4,5] and compare our results with a
current key establishment implementation [6].
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Fig. 3. Energy Consumption of the establishment of a 128 bit
security level for different CBKE schemes as well as for a very
efficient state-of-the-art elliptic curve cryptosystem (ECC)
reference implementation.
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Energy [µ Joule] Code Size [byte]

32
18.130
4.917
21.102
1.350
934
71.730

684
1.664
1.340
1.692
1.860
1.240
8.276

# of cycles

Communication
Overhead [byte]

74.613
15.692.950
5.370.539
21.060
1.721.803
1.191.695
65.799.382

256
192
171
502
103
64
33

Tab. 1. Approximate resource overhead of our implementations
of several CBKE schemes. Here, “# of cycles”, “communication
overhead” and “energy” denote resource costs for the
generation of a 128 bit key.
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